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For three fascinating, disturbing years, writer Patricia Hersch
journeyed inside a world that is as familiar as our own
children and yet as alien as some exotic culture--the world of
adolescence. As a silent, attentive partner, she followed eight
teenagers in the typically American town of Reston, Virginia,
listening to their stories, observing their rituals, watching them
fulfill their dreams and enact their tragedies. What she found
was that America's teens have fashioned a fully defined
culture that adults neither see nor imagine--a culture of
unprecedented freedom and baffling complexity, a culture
with rules but no structure, values but no clear morality, codes
but no consistency. Is it society itself that has created this
separate teen community? Resigned to the attitude that
adolescents simply live in "a tribe apart," adults have pulled
away, relinquishing responsibility and supervision, allowing
the unhealthy behaviors of teens to flourish. Ultimately, this
rift between adults and teenagers robs both generations of
meaningful connections. For everyone's world is made richer
and more challenging by having adolescents in it.
Foster dignity and respect and combat youth aggression This
new edition from bestselling author Rosalind Wiseman is
packed with the latest research-based strategies and revised
to include all that she has learned while working over
decades with young people. Owning Up provides the tools to
own up and take responsibility for unethical behavior and to
treat yourself and others with dignity. This bigger,
comprehensive edition features: · Three flexible, dynamic
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implementing
a social and emotional learning program in
every school · More games, role-playing activities, and
provocative discussion questions to use in co-ed or single-sex
groups · Even more lessons and resources, updated to
address social media, bystanding, and how young people can
develop strong, healthy relationships with adults
Written in a down-to-earth style and packed with examples
and tips, this is a guide to the secret world of girls' cliques and
the roles they play. It analyzes their teasing and gossip and
provides advice to enable parents to empower both their
daughters and themselves.
Explores how fierce social competition among parents can
affect a child's life, offering helpful advice on when to step in
and out of a child's conflicts with others; analyzing the impact
on a child of how a parent handles risky behavior, academic
performance, sports, and parties; and explaining how
unspoken assumptions about important issues can sabotage
parents' ability to work together. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
Red wolves are shy, elusive, and misunderstood predators.
Until the 1800s, they were common in the longleaf pine
savannas and deciduous forests of the southeastern United
States. However, habitat degradation, persecution, and
interbreeding with the coyote nearly annihilated them. Today,
reintroduced red wolves are found only in peninsular
northeastern North Carolina within less than 1 percent of their
former range. In The Secret World of Red Wolves, nature
writer T. DeLene Beeland shadows the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service's pioneering recovery program over the course of a
year to craft an intimate portrait of the red wolf, its history, and
its restoration. Her engaging exploration of this top-level
predator traces the intense effort of conservation personnel to
save a species that has slipped to the verge of extinction.
Beeland weaves together the voices of scientists,
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human coexistence with red wolves, our
understanding of what defines this animal as a distinct
species, and how climate change may swamp its current
habitat.
At age sixteen, Sara Shandler read Mary Pipher's Reviving
Ophelia, the national bestseller that candidly explored the
unique issues that challenge girls in their struggle toward
womanhood. Moved by Pipher's insight yet driven to hear the
unfiltered voices of today's adolescent girls, Shandler
yearned to speak for herself, and to provide a forum for other
Ophelias to do so as well. A poignant collection of original
pieces selected from more than eighthundred contributions,
Ophelia Speaks culls writings from the hearts of girls
nationwide, of various races, religions, and socioeconomic
backgrounds. Ranging in age from twelve to eighteen, the
voices here offer a provocative and piercingly real view on
issues public and private, from body image to boys, politics to
parents, school to sex. Framing each chapter are Shandler's
own personal reflections, offering both the comfort of a
trusted friend and an honest perspective from within the
whirlwind of adolescence. In these pages, you will see your
best friend, your daughter, your sister--and yourself. At once
filled with heartbreak and hope, in these pages Ophelia
speaks.
Explains how parents can help their teenage daughters deal
with cliques, gossip, substance abuse, boys and sex, and
other challenges of adolescence, in a guide designed to help
girls empower themselves during a tumultuous time of life.
Documents the cultural revolution behind the making of
1967's five Best Picture-nominated films, including Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner, The Graduate, Doctor Doolittle, In
the Heat of the Night, and Bonnie and Clyde, in an account
that discusses how the movies reflected period beliefs about
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help dealing with backstabbing, bullying, betrayal
and other tough friendship problems through advice, quizzes,
tips, and accounts of girls who have overcome their
differences and strengthened their friendship.
Worried about mean girls? Help your daughter respond and
react to bullying where it starts---in elementary school As
experts in developmental psychology and each a mother of
three, Dr. Michelle Anthony and Dr. Reyna Lindert began
noticing an alarming pattern of social struggle among girls as
young as five, including their own daughters. In today's world,
it is likely that your daughter has been faced with bullying and
friendship issues, too---and perhaps you're at a loss for how
to guide her through these situations effectively. Little Girls
Can Be Mean is the first book to tackle the unique social
struggles of elementary-aged girls, giving you the tools you
need to help your daughter become stronger, happier, and
better able to enjoy her friendships at school and beyond. Dr.
Anthony and Dr. Lindert offer an easy-to-follow, 4-step plan to
help you become a problem-solving partner with your child,
including tips and insights that girls can use on their own to
confront social difficulties in an empowered way. Whether
your daughter is just starting grade school or is already on her
way to junior high, you'll learn how to: OBSERVE the social
situation with new eyes CONNECT with your child in a new
way GUIDE your child with simple, compassionate strategies
SUPPORT your daughter to act more independently to face
the social issue By focusing squarely on the issues and
needs of girls in the years before adolescence, Little Girls
Can Be Mean is the essential, go-to guide for any parent or
educator of girls in grades K-6.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An urgently needed
guide to the alarming increase in anxiety and stress
experienced by girls from elementary school through college,
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who has girls,
works with girls, or cares about girls—for
everyone!”—Claire Shipman, author of The Confidence Code
and The Confidence Code for Girls Though anxiety has risen
among young people overall, studies confirm that it has
skyrocketed in girls. Research finds that the number of girls
who said that they often felt nervous, worried, or fearful
jumped 55 percent from 2009 to 2014, while the comparable
number for adolescent boys has remained unchanged. As a
clinical psychologist who specializes in working with girls, Lisa
Damour, Ph.D., has witnessed this rising tide of stress and
anxiety in her own research, in private practice, and in the allgirls’ school where she consults. She knew this had to be the
topic of her new book. In the engaging, anecdotal style and
reassuring tone that won over thousands of readers of her
first book, Untangled, Damour starts by addressing the facts
about psychological pressure. She explains the surprising
and underappreciated value of stress and anxiety: that stress
can helpfully stretch us beyond our comfort zones, and
anxiety can play a key role in keeping girls safe. When we
emphasize the benefits of stress and anxiety, we can help our
daughters take them in stride. But no parents want their
daughter to suffer from emotional overload, so Damour then
turns to the many facets of girls’ lives where tension takes
hold: their interactions at home, pressures at school, social
anxiety among other girls and among boys, and their lives
online. As readers move through the layers of girls’ lives,
they’ll learn about the critical steps that adults can take to
shield their daughters from the toxic pressures to which our
culture—including we, as parents—subjects girls. Readers who
know Damour from Untangled or the New York Times, or
from her regular appearances on CBS News, will be drawn to
this important new contribution to understanding and
supporting today’s girls. Praise for Under Pressure “Truly a
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wanting to help
girls along the path to adulthood.”—Julie
Lythcott-Haims, New York Times bestselling author of How to
Raise an Adult
The Owning Up Curriculum presents a unique and
comprehensive approach to preventing youth violence by
targeting the root causes of bullying and other forms of social
cruelty. It addresses issues such as racism, classism, and
homophobia, as well as moral courage, perseverance, and
commitment to ethical behavior. Separate sessions for girls
and for boys combine group discussions, games, role-playing,
and other activities to engage students in understanding the
complexities of adolescent social culture.
Recognizing that boys' issues and problems have too long
been ignored, Rosalind (a mother of two boys), decided to
pull back the curtain on "Guy World", working collaboratively
with middle-school and high-school boys for a period of two
years to chart the emotional terrain that boys inhabit. But as
she was working on her book for the boys' parents, Rosalind
realized that teenage boys themselves are in desperate need
of guidance. They need a book, The Guide, that speaks
directly to them (in a boy-friendly format and in their
language) about the problems they face every day: How do
you get out of the friendzone (where girls refuse to take you
seriously)? What;s the right way to react when getting made
fun of? How do you talk to your parents so that they'll actually
listen? With the help of hundreds of middle and high school
aged boys, Rosalind has identified and answered the most
pressing questions teenage boys have. --From publisher.
The cofounder of the Empower Program explains how
parents can help their teenage daughters deal with cliques,
gossip, substance abuse, boys and sex, and other challenges
of adolescence, in a guide designed to help girls empower
themselves during a tumultuous time of life. 50,000 first
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From the nation's
leading crusader for strengthening fatherdaughter relationships comes a solutions-oriented handbook
for every dad or stepdad who wants to connect more fully with
his daughter.
BESTSELLER - BASIS FOR THE POPULAR MOVE "MEAN
GIRLS".

Anita Harris creates a realistic portrait of the "new girl"
that has appeared in the twenty-first century--she may
still play with Barbie, but she is also likely to play soccer
or basketball, be assertive and may even be sexually
aware, if not active. Building on this new definition, Harris
explores the many key areas central to the lives of girls
from a global perspective, such as girlspace, schools,
work, aggression, sexuality and power.
What do you do when your previously quiet, loving
daughter becomes a restless, rebellious stranger who
acts like a responsible adult one day and a rude, selfish
brat the next? You stay calm, and consult the experts. By
the time they turn thirteen, adolescent girls look like
they're ready for anything - but they're not. Our girls are
growing up in a society that is rapidly changing and
challenging the skills of even the most experienced
parents. A roadmap is needed to guide parents through
this new landscape, to ensure we bring uphappy, healthy
young women. This indispensable book focuses on the
special trials of raising adolescent girls today, including:
adolescent development in a new society pressures at
school parenting strategies that work parenting in the
digital age sex and drugs mental health. In this fully
revised and expanded edition, leading adolescent
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Robinson also discuss the single most prolific and
influential factor of our times - technology. If you feel like
you're losing control when it comes to parenting your
daughter, it's time to grab back the reins.
Identifies the subtle means by which girls behave
aggressively toward one another and examines specific
behaviors while explaining the importance of enabling
girls to express anger and resolve conflicts.
Almost every woman has experienced bullying. Whether
her role was that of victim, aggressor, or bystander, the
pain of relational aggression (female bullying) lasts long
after the incident has passed. In Mean Girls Grown Up,
Cheryl Dellasega explores why women are often their
own worst enemies, offering practical advice for a variety
of situations. Drawing upon extensive research and
interviews, she shares real-life stories from women as
well as the knowledge of experts who have helped
women overcome the negative effects of aggression.
Readers will hear how adult women can be just as
vicious as their younger counterparts, learn strategies for
dealing with adult bullies, how to avoid being involved in
relational aggression, and more. Dellasega outlines how
women can change their behavior successfully by
shifting away from aggression and embracing a spirit of
cooperation in interactions with others.
Ven, Char, and the merrow Amariel explore the world
beneath the sea, where beauty is more than matched by
dangers, and soon they realize that in order to save
thousands of innocent lives, they may have to sacrifice
their own.
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instructs readers on how to understand the psychological
makeup of potential attackers and practice actual
defense tactics while offering advice on what to do after
a physical assault. Reprint.
The author of Queen Bees and Wannabees decodes the
inner lives of boys to reveal how parents can forge
stronger connections with their sons, explaining how
boys are more likely to hide their feelings and resist adult
support.
Empower students to stand up for what matters Created
in collaboration with children and teens, Owning Up
helps young people identify and be critical of social
issues in their lives—from bullying and harassment in the
classroom to systems of power and oppression in the
world around them. While there is no one-size-fits-all
curriculum, Owning Up takes us leaps forward by:
Designing sessions to be easily facilitated by a school
counselor, teacher, leader, or other professional in small
group settings Combining discussions, games, and roleplaying to engage adolescents in the complexities of
social culture Exploring critical topics such as media
analysis, gender, sexual harassment, racism, gossip,
and self-image

The author of Queen Bees and Wannabees decodes
the inner lives of boys to reveal how parents can
forge stronger connections with their sons,
explaining how boys are more likely to hide their
feelings and resist adult support. Reprint.
When Rosalind Wiseman published her bestseller
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fundamentally changed the way that parents,
educators and the media looked at the impact of
girls' social dynamics and created a road map for
girls to develop better relationships and higher selfesteem. Now Rosalind turns her attention to the
tricky terrain of Boy World. Drawing on 20 years of
work with boys and her own experience as a mother
of two sons, Rosalind will help parents understand
their tween and teenage sons better. The book will
cover such timely issues as video games, online
identities and social networking sites. This is an
essential manual that will help any parent build a
stronger, more meaningful relationship with their
son.
Presents the full text and lyrics from the landmark
Broadway production that follows the experiences of
an impoverished milkman in Tsarist Russia whose
beliefs and faith are challenged by religious
persecution and modern ideas.
A debut novel from the bestselling author of Queen
Bees and Wannabes! Charlie Healy just wants a
drama-free year, but it doesn't seem like she's going
to get it. After surviving a middle school packed with
mean girls, Charlie is ready to leave all that behind in
high school. But then, on her very first day, she runs
into her former best friend, Will, who moved away
years ago. Now he's back, he's HOT, and he's
popular. And he takes Charlie back into the danger
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goes wrong, Charlie has to decide where her
loyalties lie.
Revised to include an additional chapter for parents
of younger girls, a best-selling guide on how cliques
shape girls' lives offers insight into gender-based
power plays, early adolescence, and the role of a
parent's history in shaping parenting choices.
Original.
“My daughter used to be so wonderful. Now I can
barely stand her and she won’t tell me anything.
How can I find out what’s going on?” “There’s a
clique in my daughter’s grade that’s making her life
miserable. She doesn’t want to go to school
anymore. Her own supposed friends are turning on
her, and she’s too afraid to do anything. What can I
do?” Welcome to the wonderful world of your
daughter’s adolescence. A world in which she
comes to school one day to find that her friends have
suddenly decided that she no longer belongs. Or
she’s teased mercilessly for wearing the wrong outfit
or having the wrong friend. Or branded with a
reputation she can’t shake. Or pressured into
conforming so she won’t be kicked out of the group.
For better or worse, your daughter’s friendships are
the key to enduring adolescence—as well as the
biggest threat to her well-being. In her
groundbreaking book, Queen Bees and Wannabes,
Empower cofounder Rosalind Wiseman takes you
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Wiseman has spent more than a decade listening to
thousands of girls talk about the powerful role
cliques play in shaping what they wear and say, how
they respond to boys, and how they feel about
themselves. In this candid, insightful book, she
dissects each role in the clique: Queen Bees,
Wannabes, Messengers, Bankers, Targets, Torn
Bystanders, and more. She discusses girls’ power
plays, from birthday invitations to cafeteria seating
arrangements and illicit parties. She takes readers
into “Girl World” to analyze teasing, gossip, and
reputations; beauty and fashion; alcohol and drugs;
boys and sex; and more, and how cliques play a role
in every situation. Each chapter includes “Check
Your Baggage” sections to help you identify how
your own background and biases affect how you see
your daughter. “What You Can Do to Help” sections
offer extensive sample scripts, bulleted lists, and
other easy-to-use advice to get you inside your
daughter’s world and help you help her. It’s not just
about helping your daughter make it alive out of
junior high. This book will help you understand how
your daughter’s relationship with friends and cliques
sets the stage for other intimate relationships as she
grows and guides her when she has tougher choices
to make about intimacy, drinking and drugs, and
other hazards. With its revealing look into the secret
world of teenage girls and cliques, enlivened with the
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voices of dozens of girls and a much-needed sense
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of humor, Queen Bees and Wannabes will equip you
with all the tools you need to build the right
foundation to help your daughter make smarter
choices and empower her during this baffling,
tumultuous time of life.
At the heart of every bee hive is a queen bee. Since
her well-being is linked to the well-being of the entire
colony, the ability to find her among the residents of
the hive is an essential beekeeping skill. In
QueenSpotting, experienced beekeeper and
professional “swarm catcher” Hilary Kearney
challenges readers to “spot the queen” with 48 foldout visual puzzles — vivid up-close photos of the
queen hidden among her many subjects.
QueenSpotting celebrates the unique, fascinating life
of the queen bee chronicles of royal hive happenings
such as The Virgin Death Match, The Nuptual Flight
— when the queen mates with a cloud of male drones
high in the air — and the dramatic Exodus of the
Swarm from the hive. Readers will thrill at Kearney’s
adventures in capturing these swarms from the
strange places they settle, including a Jet Ski, a
couch, a speed boat, and an owl’s nesting box.
Fascinating, fun, and instructive, backyard
beekeepers and nature lovers alike will find reason
to return to the pages again and again. This
publication conforms to the EPUB Accessibility
specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.
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Meet outgoing Ava Wren, a fun fifth grader who tries
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not to lose patience with her shy big sister. When
Pip's 13th birthday party turns into a disaster, Ava
gets a story idea for a library contest. But uh-oh, Ava
should never have written "Sting of the Queen Bee."
Can Ava and her new friend help Pip come out of
her shell? And can Ava get out of the mess she has
made? Praise for Ava and Pip: "Weston perfectly
captures the complexities of sisterhood." -The New
York Times "Charming! Surprising! Inspiring!"-Karen
Bokram, Founding Editor of Girls' Life "An endearing
story about two very different sisters." -Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette "A big W-O-W for Ava and Pip!"-Julie
Sternberg, Like Pickle Juice On a Cookie "Ava Wren
makes reading and writing so much fun, she
deserves a T-O-P-S-P-O-T on your bookshelf. "-Dan
Greenburg, author of The Zack Files and Secrets of
Dripping Fang
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An awardwinning guide to the sometimes erratic and
confusing behavior of teenage girls that explains
what’s going on, prepares parents for what’s to
come, and lets them know when it’s time to worry.
Look for Under Pressure, the companion guide to
coping with stress and anxiety among girls, available
now. In this sane, highly engaging, and informed
guide for parents of daughters, Dr. Damour draws on
decades of experience and the latest research to
reveal the seven distinct—and absolutely
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normal—developmental transitions that turn girls into
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grown-ups, including Parting with Childhood,
Contending with Adult Authority, Entering the
Romantic World, and Caring for Herself. Providing
realistic scenarios and welcome advice on how to
engage daughters in smart, constructive ways,
Untangled gives parents a broad framework for
understanding their daughters while addressing their
most common questions, including • My thirteenyear-old rolls her eyes when I try to talk to her, and
only does it more when I get angry with her about it.
How should I respond? • Do I tell my teen daughter
that I’m checking her phone? • My daughter suffers
from test anxiety. What can I do to help her? •
Where’s the line between healthy eating and having
an eating disorder? • My teenage daughter wants to
know why I’m against pot when it’s legal in some
states. What should I say? • My daughter’s friend is
cutting herself. Do I call the girl’s mother to let her
know? Perhaps most important, Untangled helps
mothers and fathers understand, connect, and grow
with their daughters. When parents know what
makes their daughter tick, they can embrace and
enjoy the challenge of raising a healthy, happy
young woman. BOOKS FOR A BETTER LIFE
AWARD WINNER “Finally, there’s some good news
for puzzled parents of adolescent girls, and
psychologist Lisa Damour is the bearer of that happy
news. [Untangled] is the most down-to-earth,
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readable parenting book I’ve come across in a long
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time.”—The Washington Post “Anna Freud wrote in
1958, ‘There are few situations in life which are
more difficult to cope with than an adolescent son or
daughter during the attempt to liberate themselves.’
In the intervening decades, the transition doesn’t
appear to have gotten any easier which makes
Untangled such a welcome new resource.”—The
Boston Globe
Power struggles. Bitter rivalries. Jealousy. Betrayals.
Star-crossed lovers. When you consider all these
plot points, it’s pretty surprising William
Shakespeare didn’t write Mean Girls. But now fans
can treat themselves to the epic drama—and heroic
hilarity—of the classic teen comedy rendered with the
wit, flair, and iambic pentameter of the Bard. Our
heroine Cady disguises herself to infiltrate the
conniving Plastics, falls for off-limits Aaron, struggles
with her allegiance to newfound friends Damian and
Janis, and stirs up age-old vendettas among the
factions of her high school. Best-selling author Ian
Doescher brings his signature Shakespearean
wordsmithing to this cult classic beloved by
generations of teen girls and other fans. Now, on the
15th anniversary of its release, Mean Girls is a
recognized cultural phenomenon, and it’s more than
ready for an Elizabethan makeover.
If you have a daughter, it would be surprising if she
doesn't struggle with anxiety and worry--either in
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short episodes or for longer periods. For a variety of
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reasons, childhood anxiety rates are soaring,
especially among girls. Today's parents need to
know what contributes to anxiety and worry and how
they can empower their daughters to overcome
troubling emotions. In this immensely practical book,
veteran counselor Sissy Goff shares how you can
instill bravery and strength in your daughter.
Addressing common age-specific issues, Goff gives
you the tools to help you and your child understand
why her brain is often working against her when she
starts to worry, and what she can do to fight back.
With your help, she will find the anchoring truth of
God's strong, safe love for her and the confidence
she needs to thrive.
The ultimate guide to recognizing and reducing
bullying behaviors in school! Today’s bullies use
more than threats and acts of physical violence to
intimidate and humiliate their victims, so today’s
educators can’t rely upon traditional disciplinary
measures to tackle bullying in schools. Get to the
heart of the matter by offering realistic interventions
grounded in the psychology behind the actions of
both bullies and victims. This new resource also
provides an in-depth look at: Differences between
bullying and teasing Profiles of students at risk for
victimization Cyberbullying and female bullies
Designing a bullying prevention program
Consequences when school personnel fail to act
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We are in this together and will get through this
together Parent involvement has always been a vital
part of any child’s education, but the pandemic and
resulting remote instruction require that parents and
educators partner at a deeper level. Following the
tremendous success of The Distance Learning
Playbook, K-12, education authorities Doug Fisher,
Nancy Frey, and John Hattie have teamed up with
New York Times bestselling author and parenting
expert Rosalind Wiseman to bring you the
consummate guide to support your child's academic,
social, and emotional development in any learning
environment – while not overwhelming you in the
process. This essential guide will arm you with the
tools and insight to Create an environment
conducive to learning, establish routines, and most
importantly, take care of yourself and your child
Maximize the time you spend supporting learning by
focusing on what is proven to work best in education
Help your child develop the cognitive attitudes and
habits that foster creativity, critical thinking, and
increased responsibility for their learning Support the
development of your child’s social and emotional
learning skills, including the ability to navigate social
interactions, build friendships, and regulate emotions
at a time when they have never been more important
to have, and more challenging to maintain The
Distance Learning Playbook for Parents outlines
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supportive strategies for navigating virtual
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environments to ensure effective and impactful
learning that aligns the needs and expectations of
teachers, parents, and students alike.
Lydia, Christopher and Natalie are used to domestic
turmoil. Their parents' divorce has not made family
life any easier in either home. The children bounce
to and fro between their volatile mother, Miranda,
and Daniel, their out-of-work actor father. Then
Miranda advertises for a cleaning lady who will
supervise the children after school - and Daniel gets
the job, disguised as Madame Doubtfire. This is a
bittersweet, touching and extremely funny book.
In this Queen Bees and Wannabes for the
elementary and middle school set, child and
adolescent psychotherapist Katie Hurley shows
parents of young girls how to nip mean girl behavior
in the bud. Once upon a time, mean girls primarily
existed in high school, while elementary school-aged
girls spent hours at play and enjoyed friendships
without much drama. But in this fast-paced world in
which young girls are exposed to negative behaviors
on TV and social media from the moment they enter
school, they are also becoming caught up in social
hierarchies much earlier. No More Mean Girls is a
guide for parents to help their young daughters
navigate tricky territories such as friendship building,
creating an authentic self, standing up for
themselves and others, and expressing themselves
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in a healthy way. The need to be liked by others
Rosalind Wiseman
certainly isn't new, but this generation of girls is
growing up in an age when the "like" button shows
the world just how well-liked they are. When girls
acknowledge that they possess positive traits that
make them interesting, strong, and likeable,
however, the focus shifts and their self-confidence
soars; "likes" lose their importance. This book offers
actionable steps to help parents empower young
girls to be kind, confident leaders who work together
and build each other up.
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